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“Enduring the Darkness” 

Isaiah 50:7-11, Luke 23:44-48 

April 10, 2020   Good Friday Tenebrae Service 
 

 

Today is Good Friday, a misnomer if ever there was one. 

How can anything as horrific as the crucifixion be labeled 

“good”? The name embodies the contradiction between the 

terrible events of evil and injustice being played out in what 

is characterized as sacrificial giving and love. Even though 

I have been familiar with Good Friday throughout my life, I 

never understood the name. Only in recent years has the 

term “tenebrae” become familiar to me. Tenebrae is 

associated with “Good Friday,” and on this side of Easter, 

on the side of Easter before the resurrection, I think it a 

better term. Tenebrae means “shadow” or “darkness.”   

 

The term Good Friday most likely comes from the early 

designation of this day in Holy Week as “God’s Friday.”  

God’s Friday harks back to the Old Testament concept of 

“the day of the Lord.” The day of the Lord was a day of 

judgment, clothed in darkness. Some short-sighted people 

of the day looked forward to the day of the Lord, assuming 

they would escape judgment but their enemies would not. 

The prophet Amos declared to the people in his time: “Woe 

to you who desire the day of the Lord! Why would you 

have the day of the Lord? It is darkness, and not light; as if 

a man fled from a lion, and a bear met him; or went into the 

house and leaned with his hand against the wall, and a 

serpent bit him. Is not the day of the Lord darkness, and not 

light, and gloom with no brightness in it?” This expectation 
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parallels many of those in the Christian church today. In 

their wish for the rapture and some who believe they can 

manipulate world events to bring about the rapture, their 

expectation is that this day of the Lord, the rapture, will 

bring them an easy escape from trouble. Yet the truth is, 

they really don’t know. And they do not heed the warnings 

of the prophets. 

 

The “day of the Lord” and “God’s Friday” are indeed dark, 

and the word “Tenebrae” appropriately reflects this reality. 

Indeed this is the darkest day for the Christian community.  

The powers of darkness put to death the One who is truly 

good. Hate banishes love. Sin overcomes truth and grace. 

This is a dark day. And one truth to which Holy Week 

points, as Jesus suffers and dies and is laid to rest in a 

tomb, is that suffering and pain and death and sorrow mark 

every person’s human experience. No one is exempt, not 

even the Son of God. If we would admit it, that is not what 

we hoped for, that is not the kind of redemption we were 

seeking. Can we not skip that part? We hope and pray for 

miracles, and sometimes they come. His dear friend 

Lazarus was dead and Jesus raised him from the dead. In 

spite of the miracle, it was a temporary reprieve. Lazarus 

would die again.  

 

Faith that has substance, faith which is in touch with human 

reality, such faith always comes with darkness. For Jesus, 

that darkness was a cross. And before you and I get to 

Easter morning with all the voiced alleluias, we must first 

go through Good Friday, God’s Friday, Tenebrae, shadows, 

darkness.  
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Even if we don’t want it to be true, even if we are in denial, 

we cannot escape the truth. How many Holy Weeks have 

come and gone, and the crucifixion is always part of the 

story. We know the reality of darkness because our faith 

teaches us that truth. We know it is true because our 

experience, as much as we might wish it to be different, 

tells us that a night of weeping precedes morning’s joy, 

death comes before resurrection.   

 

The challenge for you and me, as for every person of faith, 

is what we do when darkness falls. How do we manage our 

tendency to deny or withdraw, to anesthetize our pain or 

overindulge as a way of overwhelming our panic? We need 

to know ways to handle the experience of uncertainty, of 

promises left unfulfilled, of justice denied, of hope dashed. 

You and I may not be able to plumb the depths of Jesus’ 

suffering but we have intimations of it within our own 

lives, don’t we?   

 

• Perhaps it is the suspension of time between the biopsy 

and the day the pathology report comes in.   

• Perhaps it is our exposure to the Coronavirus and if our 

bodies will protect us or preexisting conditions doom us.  

• Perhaps it is our inability to secure the future for loved 

ones: our children and grandchildren, our spouses, our 

parents, our dearest friends.  

• Perhaps it is the difficulty in an unprecedented moment 

in history to provide significant help to the most 

vulnerable, whether it be medical staff or store clerks or 

the homeless and hungry.  
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You and I know, if only in a small, tentative way, about 

Tenebrae, about darkness. Our terror of darkness becomes 

vivid and real because, in its presence we don’t know if an 

Easter exists on the other side for us. Whatever entombs us 

gives no evidence, while we are walled in, that the stone 

will be rolled away, that daylight will dispel the darkness.  

What do we do when we find ourselves there? What can we 

do? 

 

Is it possible, as Isaiah suggests, to walk in the darkness 

without seeking temporary and ultimately ineffectual 

solutions? Is it possible, as Paul’s letter to the Romans 

suggests, that victory can be found in what most certainly 

should be characterized as defeat? Can we remain confident 

even if all we have been hoping for ends in a cross? 

 

From the various Gospel stories about Jesus’ betrayal and 

trial and death, we hear a variety of responses from the 

disciples as darkness closes in upon Jesus. Some disciples 

will fall asleep while Jesus struggles in prayer. Many will 

utter oaths of allegiance, oaths which short hours later are 

abandoned. One will betray him. Another will strike out in 

violence to defend the Lord. Eventually, all will flee for 

their lives. His closest disciple Peter will deny even 

knowing Jesus. Tears will be bitter as the darkness becomes 

complete. This is not the disciples’ day, this is not a good 

day, this is God’s Friday.  

 

Yet we do not despair. This is the day about the One of 

whom the Psalmist declares: “even the darkness is not dark 

to thee, the night is bright as the day.” (Ps. 139:12) 
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I invite you to find a place within this darkness tonight to 

sit and hear and feel and struggle and question and 

doubt…… and believe. Even if the belief is but a whisper 

in the darkness. 

 

 
Mark E. Diehl 

Grosse Pointe Memorial Church 

Grosse Pointe, MI 


